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Get the visibility and insights
you need to take command of
retail cash operations

Take charge of retail cash operations
For most retailers, cash management is a time-consuming, costly process that takes managers
away from more strategic priorities. Even with a cash automation solution, they often lack the
trending data they need to control cash operations across the enterprise.
Avivatech fills the void with the XpressControlTM application, a comprehensive command center
that offers full visibility into, and control of, cash operations across all store locations. This webbased application extends the functionality of the XpressCashTM cash automation solution
by providing a comprehensive, real-time view of how cash is flowing throughout your retail
enterprise.

Leverage valuable intelligence across your cash operations
The XpressControl solution keeps you informed of cash utilization, transaction volumes and
device performance, at any time and from anywhere. Trending data helps you target areas of
improvement. With the insights from the XpressControl solution, you’ll be able to:
• Reduce cash shrinkage: Drill down into transaction data for the information you need to
enforce accountability and deter internal theft
• Bring precision to change orders: Leverage detailed cash denomination utilization reports
to streamline change order forecasting across all locations
• Optimize cash-in-transit (CIT) expenses: Eliminate excessive armored car pickups
• Lower insurance costs: Determine the right amount of cash to have available onsite,
reducing the risk of theft and cost of insurance
• Ensure process adherence: Real-time user data enables you to respond quickly to security
risks and process violations
• Consolidate banking relationships: Pinpoint which bank deposit services are unnecessary
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Transform your business with tools that put you in command
The XpressControl solution helps you ensure that cash is moving efficiently through your
retail operations. You can easily configure the solution to suit your organization’s needs.
Color-coded action cards alert users to low denominations, out of balance lanes or tills, offline
devices, and more. Management controls let you give each user the right level of access and
the ability to customize their view to focus on their priorities.
In addition to enabling you to coordinate your team’s cash management activities, this flexible,
intuitive command center empowers you to:
• Balance to the POS at the store level
• Execute queries to reconcile transactions and
investigate out of balance conditions
• Monitor the performance of all connected cash
recyclers
• Manage and receive alerts that require
immediate action

Deploy a complete transaction automation solution
The XpressControl enterprise command center gives you complete control over all paper
transactions when you deploy the XpressScanTM check automation solution to manage check
deposits and the XpressCash application to streamline cash operations. Working in tandem
with XpressControl, these solutions empower you to quickly make the right decisions and act
proactively to save time and money.
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Optimize cash
handling processes
with speed, accuracy,
security and control

Speed check
deposits with a
Check 21-compliant
solution

Gain complete visibility
of cash operations
with comprehensive
management
dashboards

Find Out More Today
For more information on XpressControl software and other cash automation solutions, contact
your representative or email us at marketing@avivatech.com.
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